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Introduction
The finite element basis functions, Φ, are so chosen that their linear combination u will faithfully approximate solutions, within a domain Ω with boundary Γ, for field equations (subjected to a forcing function f ) of mathematical physics (with appropriate boundary conditions g):
where L is an elliptic spatial operator in Ω B u = g; where B is the boundary operator on Γ
In the light of the Ritz pioneering formulation, ref. [6] , the constants a i are determined by minimizing an energy type scalar. These norms are well known for the Laplacian, and elastostatic and vibration problems, ref. [2] .
In order to cover an arbitrary geometrical domain with tiles (i.e., their one, two and three-dimensional analogs) Ω i , finite element shape functions φ are constructed as linear combinations of the bases:
α ij Φ j with local support:
The values at each element's node constitute the discrete representation of the continuum solution u of equation (1) . These nodal responses are obtained via the constants α ij that are determined by employing a suitable integral norm, e.g., the potential energy in linear elastostatic problems.
Here the focus is on linear boundary value problems where the following local conditions in terms of the stress and strain tensors, σ and , respectively, prevail:
Standard indicial notations, which can be found in text books e.g., ref. [7] , are used through out this paper.
The nodal values describe displacement fields within an element via shape functions (refer to any standard text -ref. [1, 5, 13 ] -on finite elements for details). The continuum strain, ij and nodal discrete displacement variables, {u i }, at the element level are related by a matrix relation in which the strain tensor ij is represented in terms of a one-dimensional list ε k corresponding to the stresses σ m :
where [b ij ] is the strain-displacement matrix.
The constitutive relation (for the plane stress and plane strain situations) in the matrix form:
is then invoked to obtain the element stiffness matrix k as the following integral:
For (convex) quadrilaterals, conventionally in almost all finite element commercial programs, the aforementioned relations, equation (5) and equation (7), in the physical (x, y) coordinates, as in Figure 1 , are transformed on a computational square, Figure 2 , described in (η, ξ) variables. 
where
: the Jacobian matrix (9) and: ||J|| is the determinant of [J]
where the strain energy density matrix element ϑ ij (x, y) stands for
, with implied summation convention.
In the available finite element literature, on the (computational) square
domain Ω o a suitable Gaussian quadrature is carried out to evaluate the entries of the stiffness matrix from equations (8), (9) and (10) . The numerical value of the integrant is computed at a pre-determined number of isolated Gauss points, hence, the degree of accuracy of such quadratures becomes controversial, vide ref. [8] .
The objective of this paper is to carry out the exact (close form analytical) integration (rather than the quadrature) in the physical (x, y) domain, as stated in equation (7).
Analytical integration of energy density
In order to avoid any numerical error in generating stiffness matrices for two-dimensional (plane) elements a symbolic program in ref. [3] evaluates:
Ω f (x, y)dxdy; for an arbitrary f (11) in closed algebraic form within arbitrary polygons. The area integral is converted into the one along the perimeter by using the divergence theorem.
To compute the numerical value of the integral in equation (11) on Ω i , which is a (closed) polygon (irrespective of whether it is convex or concave), one needs a closed form expression for the indefinite integral:
The development and the associated proof appear in ref. [3] in detail. For convenience, only the x−integral F x , is used in this paper.
Stiffness matrix
The For users of a computer algebra system any constitutive inhomogeneity (to depict a variable property) can be incorporated in the symbolic code.
Benchmark examples 3.1 A quadrilateral with vertex nodes
As in Figure 1 , with the nodes at:
the isoparametric shape functions (from ref. [4] ) are:
Generic forms related to the square root of a quadratic expression are:
The plane stress constitutive matrix is: 
These values are used to compute all terms in the element stiffness matrix leading to: The four isoparametric shape functions, vide ref. [4] , are: 
A triangle with a side node
where: r = 169x 2 + 104yx − 928x + 16y 2 + 296y + 424 (27)
With the material properties E = 1, ν = Closed form algebraic expressions for procedural and objected-oriented computer programs
In order to carry out the exact integrations that are essential to construct the stiffness matrix, the method outlined in ref. [3] can be utilized. To evaluate:
by applying the divergence theorem, the following indefinite integral: 
All mathematical statements from equation (35) through (46) can be easily coded in any procedural, e.g., C and FORTRAN, or object-oriented programing language, e.g., C ++ and Java.
Conclusions
Closed form analytical integration of the strain energy density function, which is based on the explicit shape function expressions derived from the isoparametric formulation, alleviates the controversy, ref. [8] , surrounding the order, precision and accuracy of numerical quadrature formulae conjectured by researchers since the inception, vide ref. [9] , of the versatile quadrilateral elements (and their three-dimensional analogs).
Existing text books and research publications, almost all of them, address different schemes of spatial integration on the computational domain in η and ξ on a unit square (Ω o ). Currently available symbolic computation programs can furnish expressions necessary for ready coding in a numerically efficient language (e.g., C, FORTRAN or C ++ ) to generate stiffness matrices for the other kind of elements, notably, three-dimensional solids, thick plates and shells, for which the isoparametric formulation is indispensable.
The general form of shape functions in x and y coordinates contain square root terms where as those in the η and ξ system are strictly bilinear. This observation provides a conceptual link to connect the intuitive isoparametric scheme with the Wachspress irrational shape functions, ref. [10, 11] . Furthermore, these radical subexpressions indicate that there cannot be a clear designation about the algebraic degree of interpolants since a Taylor expansion will contain all higher power x − and y− terms. However, combinations of linear terms and square roots of quadratics indicate a consistency of having dimensionality that is amenable to first order representation.
The detailed steps of generating algebraic isoparametric shape functions in x − and y− variables is addressed by the author in ref. [4] . Computer algebra steps in the Mathematica programming language, ref. [12] , is included in the Appendix. Using those subexpressions in a numeric (C, FORTRAN, C ++ )
code the time efficiency can be considerably enhanced to generate isoparametric stiffness matrices for convex quadrilaterals and four-node triangles.
